
                        

 

REGULATION DUE MARI 4x4 2020 

REGISTRATIONS 

 Download “Registration Form DUE MARI 4x4 2020”, “Regulation DUE MARI 4x4 2020”, 
“Program DUE MARI 4x4 2020”, “Registration Fees DUE MARI 4x4 2020”, “information 
sheet DUE MARI 4x4 2020”, “Processing Data Sheet” and “Self Certification” from our 
website www.beverendi4x4.it, fill in the forms in capital letters in every single part, subscribe 
every sheet and email the forms to duemari@beverendi4x4.it together with a copy of the bank 
receipt for registration fees payment. 

 A special discount will be reserved for partecipants sending their registration BY April 13th 
2020 as indicated in “Registration Fees DUE MARI 4x4 2020” form.  

 First 5 registered partecipants will receive special prizes that will be announced on our website 
and delivered ONLY during the 3rd of May Gala Dinner.  

 You can register for the event at registration desks at the beginning of each day as and where 
indicated in the "TWO MARI 4x4 2020 Program".  

 The registration desks will be organized by 4 stations that will collect registrations as follows: 

Two stations dedicated to online registrations that will be divided into two lists in alphabetical 

order (displayed on each table); 

A station dedicated to FIF members and those who want to register on the day of the event; 

A station dedicated to Non-FIF members and those who want to register on the day of the 

event. 

 The whole pack of Road Books will be emailed to each registered participant, who will have 

to provide the prints on his own. 

 IMPORTANT: Subscriptions submitted online are not editable and refundable for no reason. 

EARLY ABANDONMENT OF THE EVENT  

 If, for any reason, you want to leave the event, please report the decision to the telephone 

numbers indicated for assistance and return the road book to a reordering point 

 If you want make a cut of the route indicated on road books, please notify the staff by indicating 

the note number where you left the track. 

 IMPORTANT: For no reason the registration fee will be returned. 

 

 

 

http://www.beverendi4x4.it/
mailto:duemari@beverendi4x4.it


RESTRICTIONS/COMMUNICATIONS 

 MAX number of participants: 100 crews. 

 Only vehicles in accordance with road rules and equipped with regular RCA insurance will be able 

to take part in the event. 

 Along the route you will have to comply with all the limits indicated by the Road Code and all the 

limits indicated in the Road Book, especially when it says "go slow" or "at walking pace". 

 The organization is relieved of any liability due to participant negligence, damage to people 

and/or things arising from inappropriate behavior and not in accordance with the Road Code, the 

Civil Code and the Criminal Code. 

 The organization relieves itself of any responsibility if the participants leave, for any reason, the 

route indicated on the road book; This route is authorised by the relevant authorities and cannot 

be disregarded. 

 The organization also rises from issues former law 48/94. 

 Signing this form, the organization is authorised to make personal videos and/or photos and  

display them on networks, newspapers and/or any advertising material. 

ROUTE INFORMATIONS 

 The route is suitable for all 4x4 vehicles catalogued as "off-road", possibly equipped with 

reduced gears. 

 It is a route with mostly medium difficulties, of a panoramic tourist type, with additional  

technical passages assisted by the staff. 

 If the route is dry, Mud Terrain-type tyres are required; In case of wet conditions, mud 

tyres are mandatory, with tread suitable for at least 60%. 

 The track is suitable under any weather conditions. 

 Along the way there are roads with thick vegetation with the consequent risk of damage 

to the body of the vehicle. Therefore those who do not want to take this risk MUST NOT 

attend the event. 

 The entire route will be covered by radio bridges to ensure adequate assistance even 

in case of no telephone signal. 

 The entire path will also be covered by the FAMILONET application. 

 Along the way there will be stationary staff stations for reordering and assisting 

participants. 

 The event will be followed by "off-road ambulance" with doctor on board so that you 

can cope with any medical/health emergencies. In addition, 118 principals along the 

entire route will be alerted. 

 The event will be supported by a mobile workshop at the end of the column for 

faster interventions. Those more complex or with a need for spare parts will be managed 

at the end of the track with an increase in expenses for the participant. 



 The organization makes available to participants, who decide to use bisarches to deliver 

their cars, a guarded meeting place at Giusti Martino Workshop, Via dell’ Artigianato 11, 

Castel Guelfo (BO) and a dedicated shuttle (for a fee) from Bologna's Marconi Airport to 

the Giusti Workshop. Service on reservation 

                        

Route develops on three days and location steps: 

I° DAY 

Castiglione della Pescaia - Montalcino 

Tourist/panoramic average difficulties but there are also challenging and 

technical passages. 

 

II° DAY 
Montalcino – Badia Tedalda 

Tourist/panoramic average difficulties but there are also challenging and 

technical passages  

III° DAY 
Badia Tedalda - Rimini 

Tourist/panoramic average difficulties but there are also challenging and 

technical passages  

 Support for the main road book route will end at 18:00, after that time, no assistance 

will be guaranteed. 

 The opening hours of food check points and restaurants are indicated in the "TWO MARI 

4x4 2020 Program".              

 

 

 

PLACE AND DATE SIGNATURE (LEGIBLE) 

_________________________________ _________________________________ 

 


